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Stage 3 - ELECTRONIC TIMING and HYTEK MEET MANAGER 

 
Name: 

  
Club: 

 

 
Address: 

 

  
 Needs Attention Demonstrating Competence 

ELECTRONIC 
TIMING 

� Did not arrange training with referee in advance of meet. 
� Arrives in time for officials’ meeting. 
 
� Arrives dressed in referee attire, and has no alternative 
clothing. 
� Refuses or grudgingly works an assignment other than 
referee trainee. 
� Observes the procedures for identifying and correcting 
timing errors. 
� Corrects timing errors without collecting all pertinent data. 
� Observes operation of electronic timing system console 
� Can not trouble shoot timing system problems. 

� Arranges training with referee well in advance of meet. 
� Arrives and checks in with Referee at least 15 minutes prior to officials’ 
meeting. 
� Is appropriately dressed. 
 
� Willingly takes any assignment. 
 
� Knows the procedures for identifying and correcting timing errors. 
 
� Collects all data prior to making a timing correction. 
� Operates electronic timing system console for at least one hour 
� Can trouble shoot and correct problems with the electronic timing system. 

HYTEK MEET 
MANAGER 
 

� Observes or understands adding swimmers and teams 
� Observes or understands the importation of results from 
timing console. 
� Observes or understands adding additional heats. 
� Observes or understands the incorporation of swim-offs 
and time trials into meet results. 
� Observes or understands scratching swimmers and 
advancing swimmers to finals. 
� Observes or understands moving swimmers within and 
between heats 
� Does not identify and/or report the need for a swim-off. 

� Able to add swimmers and teams to data base. 
� Able to import results from electronic timing console. 
 
� Able to add an additional heat to an event. 
� Is able to incorporate swim-offs and time trials into the meet results. 
 
� Is able to scratch swimmers and advance swimmers to finals. 
 
� Is able to move swimmers within and between heats. 
 
� Identifies and reports the need for a swim-off 

Comments 
 
 
 
 
 
Training  
Official: 

Trainer:  Y  
N Trainee: Date:  

 
TRAINERS – CHECK ONLY OBSERVED BEHAVIORS 


